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ABSTRACT
Male meiotic chromosomes and larval salivary gland polytene chromosomes were studied in Feulgen squash preparations of Simulium (Edwardselluml damnosum Theobald.
The position of the primary constrictions of the three meiotic bivalents
approximate the position of the centromeres in the three giant salivary gland
polytene chromosomes. A description of the standard chromosomes of the
subgenus and the micromophological landmarks associated with each chromosome is given and illustrated with microphotographs. The value of these
landmarks, the uniqueness of theObandingpattern and the use of both in the
diagnosis of species complexes are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The larval salivary polytene (giant) chromosomes of the Simulium damnosum complex were first reported by Dunbar (1966) who described four
sibling species of the subgenus Edwardsellum from Uganda, showed that the,
basic chromosome complement of the species group is n = 3 and that the
average arm ratios of the polytene chromosomes are 1: 1.1, 1: 1.5 and 1: 1.8
for chromosomes I, II and III 'respectively. He made mention of the micromorphological features which are characteristic of each chromosome. These
facts 'were represented by idiograms depicting seven cytological segregates
from east Africa and two from the western side of the continent (Dunbar;
1969).
i\ variety of chromosomal micromophological
landmarks exist in the
',:I(1i1cy Simuliidae and their locations can differ but their expressions show
clear variations within and among species. In Edwardsellum, the most
noticeable micromorphological
features of the chromosomes include: the
·::;:>:::r,ded region in chromosome I, the nucleolus, and the "capsule" in the
;::ert ann of the same chromosome; the "double bubble" and "Balbiani
:'~lng" together in lIS, and the "Para Balbiani" in IlL; the "blister" in IllS
me: th~ centromeres. A brief account of these features is given below
begiih1ing with the centromeres.
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1.

Centrorneres
of Edwardsellum
polytene chromosomes
stain heavily.
The positions are determined in relation to those of the primary constrictions of the three meiotic bivalents observable in larval male
gonadal preparations. Centric fusion or ectopic pairing provide confirmatory evidence of the positions of the .centromeres .as reported by
Rothfels (1956) in Prosimulium multidentatum
and by Dunbar (1969,
19T7) -in "Sanje",
"Nkusi", "Turiani" and "Ketaketa"
of the Sanje
group.

2.

The expanded region is one of the most conspicuous landmarks in the
entire complement. Whereas it has been shown to be globular, darkly
stained and "compact"
(Rothfles and Dunbar, 1953; Vajime, 1973)
in some simuliids, it is known to be "cottony"
in others (Rothfels
and Dunbar, 1953; Vajime and Dunbar 1977). A study of the expanded region of several Simulium species has led Rothfels and Dunbar
(1953) to interpret "expanded regions" as being essentially like the rest
of the chromosome except that the structure is locally modified by
excessive size chromomeres"
and that the region is probably heterochromatic. In S. damnosum s.l., interspecific homology of this region
has been reported by Vajime-and Dunbar (1975). Zimring (1953) and
Priyardashini (1982) have made similar observations in several North
American and African simuliids respectively.

3.

The nucleolus is usually located near the expanded region in Edwardsellum. In the West African "Nile" group of the subgenus, the attachment of the nucleolus appears to be interspecifically constant and all
species are unfnucleolate (Vajime, 1973). In the East African "Sanje"
subgroup, Dunbar (1966) reported a secondary nucleolus in the JilL
arm of "Sebwe B" (Sebwe form).

4.

The "capsule"
Vajime (1973).

5.

The "double bubble" was first reported by Landau (1953) in Simulium
tuberosum. This marker has been presumed to be homologous with
that so named in Edwardsellum.

6.

The "Ring of Balbiani" is regularly the largest "puff' in the entire
complement. Puffs were discovered by Balbiani in 1881 and have been
extensively studied by Bermann and Clever (1964) in Chronomus
ten tans. Because of the similarity, the largest "puff' observed in many
black fly species was termed "Balbiani Ring" by Rothfels and Dunbar
(1953).
The "Para Balbiani" in Edwardsellum is similar, possibly even homologous to that described by Barsur (1959) in Prosimulium inflatum.
Paracentric inversions resulting in shifts in the positions of the "Para
Balbiani" are known from S. sanctipauli and S. soubrense in the "Nile"
group (Vajime and Dunbar 1975). In the "Sanje", group Dunbar (1977)
has reported a similar observation in "Nkusi" and "Kisiwani".

7.

was described for the first time in Edwardsellum
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7.

The "blister" in Edwardsellum is indistinguishable from the same structure reported by Rothfels (1956) in IllS for Prosimulium species.

The standard chromosomes on which toe above reports on Edwardsellum
were based were yet to be described because priority was given to the identification and distribution of species ·of the group. By 1970, more sibling sppcies were discovered from East and West Africa and organised into two
groups, "Nile" and "Sanje" (Dunbar and Vajime, 1972). These findings
dictated the need to place East and West African siblings in a common phylogeny and "Nyamagasani" from East Africa was arbitrarily chosen as the
overall standard (Dunbar and Vajime, 1972). In West Africa, S. squamosum
(Bille form) which is phylogenetically (two fixed inversions) close to "Nyamagasani" was considered the standard for West African cytospecies and its
partial description, in the form of photographic maps, was given by Vajime
and Dunbar (1975).
This paper provides a description of the banding pattern of the standard
chromosomes of the S. damnosum complex. The need for this information
has been triggered by the resurgence of interest in cytotaxonomy as one of
the useful techniques' in the diagnosis of species complexes in vectors of
disease.. It is hoped that this work will be of practical value to entomologists
who can identify prominent chromosomal landmarks but who may not be
sufficiently familiar with reading the banding pattern which is necessary for
the recognition and description of new cytospecies, the interpretation of sex
linkage or identification of inversion complexes.
MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Chromosome preparations were made according to the standard procedures of Rothfels and Dunbar (1953). Larvae were collected and chilled on
ice 'before dissection and fixation as described by Dunbar (1972).
Nomenclature and chromosome arm ratios
The three polytene chromosomes of S. damnosum s.1.are numbered I, II,
and III in decreasing order of length. The letters Sand L refer to the short
and long arms. Low power (lOx40) microphotographs of ten evenly stretched nuclei, each from a different slide were prepared, chromosome arms
measured using a map measure and the average length of each arm calculated.
Photomicrography
The photomicrographs were taken with a 35mm camera fitted on a
Standard Universal Microscope or a Reichert Microscope. Kodak Panatomic
film was used for giant chromosomes and Kodak High Contrast Copy Film
for meiotic chromosomes. Prints were made on Kodabromide F 1 to F5 to
give the desired contrast. Photographic chromosome maps Were prepared.
Occasionally, where an entire arm was not available for photographing,
a composite photograph drawing upon two nuclei was used.
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Chromosome maps

'

To describe chromosome regions and facilitate detailed analysis, standard
chromosomes were divided into one hundred sections of approximately even
sizes, starting with section one at the IS end through to section one hundred
at the IIIL end, Where necessary, each section was further divided into subsections A, 'B, and C or a, band c. Also, were necessary, observable bands
were assigned consecutive numbers Within a subsection. Thus, the first band
in the first subsection of section one would be I AI, or 1 a 1; the second,
IA2 or la2 etc. Limits of sections and subsections are as shown in Plate II,
Figs. 5 to II, Plate 1lI, Figs. 14, 16, 17 and Plate IV, Figs 19,20,21,22.
RESULTS

General Description of Chromosome Complement and Landmarks
Meiotic first anaphase chromosomes of male gonads presented in Plate I,
Fig. 1 show that S damnosum s.l. is chiasmate. In each nucleus, there. are
three bivalents of unequal size that are identified as chromosomes I, II and
III in decreasing order of size. The primary constrictions or centromeres
approximate those of the three giant polytene chromosomes in the salivary
gland rrvclei shown in Plate I, Fig. 2.
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Plate I to IV. Cross Reference Legend:
C = Centromere; NO = Nucleolar Organizer;
db = "double bubble"; B = Balbiani Ring;
PB = Para Balbiani; b = blister.
\nterspecific (flxed) inversion shown by solid b!ackets to the left; .
intraspecific (floating) inversions shown by solid brackets to the opt.
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Plate I:
Fig. 1 Male meiotic chromosomes in Edwardsellum showing single chiasmata and
a double chiasma (arrow).
Fig. 2 Entire salivary gland complement of larva of S. damnosum s.s.
Fig. 3 Centric fusion in S. yahense, (arrows).
Fig. 4 Centric ectopic pairing (arrows) in S. yahense; also present in S.
squamosum.
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Standard chromosomes of Simulium damnosum
The positions of key landmarks on each chromosome are shown in Plates
I to IV. It can be- seen that the polytene chromosome bivalents exhibit tigh
pairing.

Description of Chromosomal Landmarks
Apart from the nucleolus and the expanded region containing the centromeres which are usually expressed as an aggregation of dark staining bands,
the other chromosome landmarks either resemble or are "puffs". The value
of these landmarks as diagnostic features lies in the relative ease with which
they can be spotted, even in interspecific or intraspecific rearrangements
(Plate II, Figs. 5, 6), but especially in their attesting to the genetic affinity
among and between species of dipteran genera in which polytene chromosomes are known.
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Plate II:
Fig. 5 The "Capsule"
in a shifted position and limit's of the interaspecific inversion, IS-2 in S. sirbanum. IS is identical with standard "Nyamagasani"
except for the fixed inversion, IS-I.
Fig. 6 The "Capsule"
in normal position in IS of S. damnosum s.s. IS-2 is illustrated on standard sequence by the broken lines to the right.
Fig. 7 IS of S. yahense, identical with standard "Nyamagasani"
except for the fixed
inversion, IS-I.
Fig. 8 IS of "Sebwe",
identical with standard "Nyamagasani".
Fig. 9 Some sections of IS of "Sebwe", identical with standard "Nyamagasani".
Fig. lO IL of "Sebwe" identical with standard "Nyamagasani"
Limits of the fixed
inversion, IL-3, of other cytosiblings are shown.
Fig. 11 IL of S. squamosum, differ from standard "Nyamagasani"
by the interspecific invers on IL-3.
Fig. 12 The characteristic large and long Expanded Region of S. mengense.

Centromere
CI, C and CUI were identifie? by ~heir homologies Wiyl "Nyamagasani"
and also by the findings of centric fUSIOn and ectopic pamng in S. yahense
(Plate I, Figs, 3,4) and ectopic pairing in S. squamosum.

n
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Expanded Region
This landmark is located in section 21 of chromosome L It is "compact"
(compare with that in S. mengense in which it is even larger and "cotony"
Plate II, Fig. 12), is approximately
three times larger in diameter than the
rest of the chromosome and is generally the darkest staining region of the
entire complement (Plate II, Figs. 6, 7, 8, 11). The expanded region appears
to consist of a net-work of dark, granular bodies organized loosely into
transverse heavy bands. That the most organized of these bands coincides
with the band involved in ectopic pairing or centric fusion with other centromeres confirms it as the centromere (Plate I, Figs. 2, 3, 4). In lightly stained
preparations,
interband regions can be observed as fibrous longitudinal
strands.
Nucleolus
This marker is located in section 19 of the short arm of chromosome L
In Feulgen stained material, the chromosome in the nucleolar area exhibits
a diffuse, clumpy appearance (Plate II, Figs. 7, 8). The heavy group of bands
in 19 A probably represents the attachment point of the nucleolus because
when the nucleolus is expressed heterozygously,
this tight group of bands
ruptures as shown in Plate II, Fig. 7.
"Capsule".
The "capsule" is located in subsection 12A of the short arm of chromosome L Its interspecific homology is presented in Plate II, Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8.
The marker consists of two large, adjacent blocks of deeply staining bands
with saw-toothed opposed edges as shown in Plate II, Figs. 5 and 6. Details
of its morphology are variable but the general configuration has always been
observed conspicuously in S. damnosum s.l. Because of such prominence, the
"capsule" is a good marker for the IS arm as well as the rearrangement IS-2
which shifts the position of this landmark (compare in Plate II, Figs. 5, 6).
"Double bubble"
It is located in section 51 of the short arm of chromosome II (Plate III,
Figs. 13, 16, 17, 18). The "double bubble" is usually characterised by a
"puff" on which a configuration resembling two bubbles is imposed by two
central light bands (Plate III, Fig. 17). Where "puffing" is lacking, as shown
in Plate III, Fig. 13, the region is characterized mainly by two light double
bands. Where "puffing" occurs, no organized bands were observed, instead
a cottony fibrous mass was noticed as presented in Plate III, Fig. 16.

"Ring of Balbtani"
In Edwardsellum, this marker, which is located in section 53 just below
the "double bubble" from which it is separated by three dark staining
bands, characterises
chromosome
II. Both landmarks hardly stain and,
although both usually "explode", the "Balbiani Ring" is generally larger and
more "glassy". The expression of the "Balbiani Ring" is variable. In Plate
III, Fig. 17, it is expressed as a "puff" composed of a tight aggregation of
bands; in Figs. 16 and 18) this structure appears to have decomposed into a
cottony O1:=tSS through which only a few bands are observable. The "explo-
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ded" condition in which no bands but "glassy" fibres are observed is shown
in Fig. 13. This and the interrncd iate condi tion shown in Fig. 15 came from
the same individual.
"Para Balbiani"
In addition to the "Balbiani Ring", chromosome II is further characterised
by a "glassy puff' in section 61 (Plate III, Figs. 14, 16).

If
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Plate III:
Fig. 13 The "exploded"

(arrow) stage of the albiani Ring in chromosome

iI of S.

sirbanum.
Fig. 14 Sections of IlL of S. squamosum, identical with standard "Nyamagasani".
(lIS also identical with "Nyamagasani").
Fig. 15 The intermediate stage of the Balbiani Ring from same individual as that in
Figure 13.
Fig. 16 Chromosome II of S. squamosum identical with standard "Nyamagasani".
Fig. 17 The "double bubble" and "tight"
stage of the Balbiani Ring in S.

squamosum.
Fig. 18 Chromosome II of S. sirbanum showing
stage of the Balbiani Ring (arrow).
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"Blister"
This landmark is located in subsection 76A of the short arm of chrc
some III throughout Edwardsellum. The "blister" is considred to br
"puff' as shown in Plate IV, Figs. 20 and 21.

PLATE

IV

'(I

Plate IV:
Fig. 19 Some sections of chromosome III of S. yahense, identical with standard
"Nyarnagasani" .
Fig. 20 Some sections of chromosome HI of S. sirbanum, identical with standard
"Nyamagasani" .
Fig. 21 Chromosome III of S. yahense, identical with standard "Nyarnagasani".
Fig. 22 Some sections of IlL of S. yahense, identical with standard
"Nyamagasani" .
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Description of Standard Chromosomes

Standard Chromosome I
Standard chromosome I is shown in Plate II, Figs. 8, 9 and 10 and is
characterised by an expanded region, section 21, in which the centromere is
located. This is the largest of the three chromosomes and contains 42 sections. It is metacentric, the arm ratios about the centromere being approximately 1: 1.1. Apart from a single interspecific inversion, /S-I, IS of
S. yahense (Fig. 7) is identical with IS standard "Nyamagasani".
The short arm is recognized by the nucleolar site in section 19 (Fig. 7).
The IS end is usually flared and consists of about six light staining bands in
section lA (Figs. 8, 9). A dark concave band in section 10 is a ready marker
of the IS end. Following this key band is a light one and a constriction which
marks the start of section 2 in which all the bands are usually dark, compact,
and easily resolved (Figs. 7, 9). The end of the section shows a unique light
area. Except for the double band in 3A (Figs. 7, 8, "9), this section is usually
singly banded and stains moderately. Section 4 is characterised by two
double bands which enclose a light staining region in the centre of which is
a thin but well resolved band (Fig. "9). Subsection 6A is characteristically
light, consequently the bands therein are always just visible. This is shown in
Plate II, Figs. 7; 8, 9. The adjacent dark staining pair of bands in 6B and C
can also be seen. Behind these and up to section 10 are at least 6 groups of
dark bands separated by light staining regions (Plate II, Figs. 7, 8, 9). In
section l2A is the characteristic "capsule" (Figs. 6, 7, 8). In the majority
of preparations, subsections 130 and 14A and B (Figs. 7, 8) constitute a
conspicuous, bulbous, light group. It is supported proximally by 13B, a
solid double band and distally by a belt of three bands in 14C. From there
to l8A, and B which border the nucleolar site, one observes a preponderance
of dark bands. The most outstanding of these are in 15A and 17A .and B
(Fig. 7).
.
The expanded region in section 21 is. typically heavily stained. Standard
IL arm is shown in Plate II, Figure 10. Section 29A to 33 are inverted relative to the equivalent sections of S. squpmosum in Fig. 11. Apart from this
inversion, IS-3, Fig. 11 is basically identical to Fig. 10. The first section
(22) adjacent to the expanded region consists of four moderately stained
double bands (Plate II, Figs. 8; 10, 11). Section 23A is characteristically
light. Other landmarks of IL include sections 28 and 32. Sectiort 28B comprises two dark double bands between which is an aggregation of light
bands. Section 32 consists of three dark double bands. The light area shared
by sections 32 and 3) is often stretched and provides a useful marker for the
arm as shown by interspecific homologies in Plate II, Figs. 10, 11. Another
marker is 'provided by a conspicuous band in 37C which may be smooth
(Fig. 10) or have distally serrated edges (Fig. 11). They heavy double groups
in 38A (Figs. 10, 11) are a unique feature of the IL arm.
\

'

Standard Chromosome II
Standard chromosome II is shown in Plate III, Figs. 14, 16, 17. The easily
'observed features of this chromosome are the "double bubble" in 51, the
"Balbiani Ring" in section 53 and the "Para Balbiani" in section 61. The
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I.

centromere is located in section 55. Chromosome II is submetacentric,
the
arm ratios about the centrometre being approximately
1: 1.5. The tip of the
liS arm is characterised by a pair of moderately staining bands in 43B and
e. A light area in 43C separates this group from two double dark bands in
44A; 44B consists of a double band and a light area which merges with a
sharp dark band followed by a heavy dark double one in 45A (Plate III,
Fig. 17). Section 46 consists of three sharp double bands separated by single
lighter bands. The last- double band is connected to the heavy doubles of
47A by a fibrous strand. The rest of section 47 stains moderately, the
remaining sections leading to the "double bubble" stain heavily. The "Ring
of Balbiani" and the "double bubble" are separated by three double bands
in section 52. The "Balbiani Ring" is separated from the centromere mainly
by three heavy staining banis in 54A and B followed by 54C, a region of
fine bands .. The next two consecutive sections .are relatively light staining
except for 56CI and 57 AI which together constitute two heavy double
bands. A clear area in 57B connects with 57e. The latter and 58A together
form two adj acent bands that stain heavily. The rest of section 58 is light
except for a sharp, dark, concave band in 58e. The "Para Balbiani". is
situated in section 61 and immediately behind it are two dark staining sections. Directly in front of the "Para Balbiani" is a light area with two fine
bands plus a much darker double ,one. In 62A is a pair of three double light
bands with a darker pair in the centre (Fig. 14).
The lighter outer pairs plus 62B can just be seen while 63A and B stand
out more prominently.
Except for one double band in 63C, this region is
typically light and thin, the bands therein being reduced to mere impressions. In general, therefore, sections 62 and 63 constitute a light zone
characterised by four central, resolvable bands. Sections 62 and 63 of Fig.
16 are distorted (compare in Figs. 14, 16 sections 62, 63). As shown in Plate
III, Figs. 14, 16, sections 65, 66, and 67 constitute another landmark for the
IlL arm. Starting from 65, a light area ·in 65 A adjoins a sharp, dark, double
band followed by another double but convex one. The next group forms a
"bump" of three closely united double bands that stain deeply. An area of
light bands marks the beginning of section 66. In 65A, and B are a group of
four bands symmetrically arranged: 66C and 67 A and B together comprise
a conspicuous dark series in. which two double bands are flanked on each
side by one sharp one. Section 68 contains two evenly spaced double bands
in 68A and 68C; these subsections flank a thick triplet in 68B. In the next
section there is a light region between the double band in 69 A and the
triplet in 69B. Section 7C is characteristically
bulged. It is a collection of
mainly three double bands with fine light ones in between. Of the doubles,
that in 70A is larger, more conspicuous and it usually heavily stained. Thi~
group, together with the dark three double bands in 71 A and B and the
two dark heavy bands in 72B, characterise the proximal end of the IlL arm.
The tip of the arm is flared.
Standard Chromosome III
Standard chromosome III is shown in Plate IV, Figs. 19, 20, 21 and 22.
It is submetacentric
and is the shortest of the three chromosomes although
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that in Fig. 21 is stretched and longer than it should be. The centromere is
located in section 82 and the arm ratios about it are approximately
1: 1.8.
The tip of the IllS arm is typically fan shaped (Figs. 20, 21) and light staining except for one dark double band in 74A. Two very heavy double bands
in 75C mark the start of the region named the "Blister". In 77 A is a thin
light band followed immediately by a sharp heavy double one. An area of
light staining bands constitutes 77B which is supported below by two dark
double bands in 77C. Apart from one dark sharp band in 81 B, this section
is generally light staining. Below it is the centromere. The IIIL arm. shows
two sharp double bands in 82C and 83B. The remaining bands in these
sections are light. In 85C are two double bands that: are usually dark staining.
A symmetrical association of bands is shown by 87B, C and 88A, B; section
89 comprises a similar group. A series of bands within sections 94 to 96
shows a constant expression and therefore forms key landmarks for the
IIIL arm. There are two dark double bands in 94B: following these in section
95 is a light region of faint bands, a prominent single band, a dark double
band and a group of three heavy, dark staining bands in subsections 95B and
96 A.
DISCUSSION
Although the banding pattern itself is a unique feature, it must be stressed
that the topography of bands can vary considerably (compare in Plate II,
Figs. 6, 7, sections 13, 14; Plate III, Figs. 14,16, Plate IV, Figs. 19,20,21,
22). This type of irregularity in the banding sequence can be attributed to
either physical factors, such as dehydration and chromosomal collapse by
too much ethanol, softening by too much overexposure to glacial acetic
acid, or biological factors such as the state of larval development reflecting
the number of chromosomal
replications.
In contrast, local distortions
caused by "puffs" such as the "Balbiani Ring" or any chromosome region
which is normally banded (compare in Plate II, Figs. 6, 7 sections 13, 14)
have been interpreted as structural modifications of bands at chromosome
regions associated with differential gene activity as reported by Bermanand
Clever (1964) in Chironomus tentans and Berendes (1968) in Drosophila
hydei.
It has been reported that in Drosophila, a polytene band may represent a
single gene or groups of genes (Fraser, 1966) and that bands on giant chromosomes reflect the pairing of a multitude of "homologous genetic sites"
(Market and Ursprung, 1971). Since differential gene activity depends on
cellular physiological requirements
(Markert and Ursprung, 1971), it is
understandable
that the sites of given landmarks marked by "puffs" located
on a particular chromosome can, in the same or different cell (Plate III, Figs.
13,15) of an individual, be remarkably different.
The main value of the banding pattern of polytene chromosomes is their
remarkable stability. Although they are genetic material they are not affected by genetic action (except for a few features such as "puffs") but reflect
the order of genes. This order is changed by chromosomal re-arrangements
which occur in very precise steps and. can be reconstructed by close scrutiny
of the banding pattern. This lack of direct environmental stress on polytene
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chromosomes ensures that the phenotypic variation of the morphotaxono'
mist is minimised and that with high quality chromosome preparations,
polytene chromosomes can be used unerringly in the diagnosis of species
complexes.
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